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This paper is concerned with the problem of when the complete upper semilattice K(X) of 
compactifications of a space X is a lattice. The concept of K(X) being locally a lattice at a point 
of X is introduced, and it is shown that K(X) is a lattice if and only if K(X) is locally a lattice 
at each point of X. This is used to show (I) that if K(X) is a lattice and U is open in X, then 
Ki U) is a lattice, and (2) that if X is the topological sum of spaces (X,),,, , then K(X) is a 
lattice if and only if K(X,) is a lattice for each i E I. 
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1. Compactifications and decompositions 
Convention. By a space we shall mean a Tychonoff space, i.e. a topological space 
which is completely regular and Hausdorff. 
Let X be a space. A compactification Y of X is a compact space containing X 
as a dense subset. Two compactifications Y and Z of X are said to be equivalent 
if there exists a homeomorphism h : Y + Z which leaves X pointwise fixed. We shall 
not distinguish between equivalent compactifications. The set of (equivalence classes 
of) compactifications will be denoted K(X). 
The set K(X) is partially ordered by the relation 2, where for two compac- 
tifications of X, Y and Z, we say that Y 3 Z if there exists a continuous h : Y + Z 
such that h(x) =x for each x in X. It is well known that K(X) is a complete upper 
semilattice, whose greatest element is the Stone-tech compactification, denoted 
PX. Further, K(X) is a complete lattice if and only if X is locally compact, the 
least element in this case being the familiar Alexandroff compactification. (For 
further details on this material see, for example, [l].) 
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This paper is devoted to the question of when K(X) is a lattice, even if not a 
complete lattice. Some results in this direction have already been found. Visliseni 
and Flaksmaier have obtained a condition under which K(X) fails to be a lattice 
[5], while both Unlii [4] and Fu-Chien Tzung [3] have independently obtained 
sufficient conditions for K(X) to form a lattice. 
We will follow the approach of Unlii in working in terms of decomposition theory, 
which relies on the fact that any compactification of X is a quotient of /3X, an 
immediate consequence of the maximality of PX in K(X). 
We shall define a concept of K(X) being locally a lattice at a point of X, which 
may be taken as an indicator of whether or not K(X) has the potential to be a 
lattice around an individual point of X. We shall prove that K(X) is a lattice if 
and only if K(X) is locally a lattice at each point of X. If there exists a sequence 
in PX -X which converges to a point x of a space X, then K(X) is not locally a 
lattice at x. This sharpens the result of Visliseni and Flaksmaier, who show that 
under these conditions, K(X) is not a lattice. 
Now suppose that we have two spaces X and Y with x E M c X, y E N c Y, where 
M, N are neighbourhoods of x, y respectively. Suppose that there exists a homeo- 
morphism h : M + N with h(x) = y. Then we will show that there exist neighbour- 
hoods S, T of x, y in PX, /3Y respectively and a homeomorphism h’: S + T such 
that h’(x) = y and h’(X n S) = Y n T. This will be used to show that K(X) is locally 
a lattice at x if and only if K ( Y) is locally a lattice at y. From this we can immediately 
deduce some interesting results: 
(a) If K(X) is a lattice and U an open set of X, then K( U) is a lattice. 
(b) If X is the topological sum of spaces (Xi)ii,, then K(X) is a lattice if and 
only if K(X,) is a lattice for each i. This extends a result of Un1i.i. 
Since we shall be employing decomposition theory and making some development 
to it, it is appropriate here to make further comment on the method. Let (Y be a 
partition of a space X. We shall say that a subset W of X is a-saturated if for each 
T E a with T n W # 0, we have T c W. If, for each T E (Y and open set U of X with 
T c U, there exists an a-saturated W such that T c W c U, then we shall say that 
LY is upper semicontinuous. A decomposition of X is a partition of X into compact 
subsets. Let D(X) denote the set of upper semicontinuous decompositions of X. 
(Upper semicontinuity determines that the decomposition will have a Hausdorff 
quotient.) 
NotethatforaED(X)andEcX,wehavethatSt(E,a)=U{TEcw: TnEf8) 
is closed whenever E is closed, and St(E, a) is compact whenever E is compact. 
D(X) can be partially ordered by refinement, i.e. given (Y, y E D(X) then we write 
Q G y if each member of LY is contained in some member of ‘y. Under this partial 
order, D(X) forms a complete lower semilattice. 
Let Y be a space and Xc Y. We write 
&(X)={YED(Y): {y}~y for each ye Y-X}. 
I&(X) is also a complete lower semilattice. 
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Now, for a compactification 2 of a space X, let hz : PX + Z be the unique map 
such that h,(x) =x for each x E X. Put 
F(Z) = {h,‘(x): x E Z}. 
Put X” = pX -X. Then F: K(X) + Dpx(X*) is an order anti-isomorphism. 
This enables us to study &(X), where Xc Y and Y is compact, and then to 
apply the results to Dfix(X*) for some space X, so as to obtain results about K(X). 
In particular K(X) is a lattice if and only if Dpx (X*) is a lattice. 
Let Z c Y and (Y E D(Y). Define the restriction of cr to Z by 
alZ={TnZ: TEQ and TnZ#(l)}. 
If Z is closed in Y, then (YIZ E D(Z). Also, for -YE D(Z), define the extension of 
y to Y by 
yeY=yU{{y}:yE Y-Z}. 
If Z is closed in Y, then ~‘YE D(Y). It is the ability to restrict and extend 
decompositions which gives decomposition theory a greater flexibility with which 
to work than compactification theory. For further details of all the above see [4]. 
Finally recall that if X is a space, and F a completely regular subset of C*(X), 
then we can generate a compactification e,X. Also if Y is a compactification, we 
have a naturally associated subset C,(X) of C*(X), consisting of those members 
of C*(X) with a continuous extension to Y. (See [l].) 
In this paper we shall develop analogues of eFX and C,(X) for decompositions. 
2. The relationship between decompositions and sets of functions 
In this section, we introduce analogues of the compactification e,X of a space 
X associated with a subset F of C*(X), and a subset C,(X) of C*(X) associated 
with a compactification CUX. We shall define an upper semicontinuous decomposition 
vF of a space Y associated with a subset F of C*( Y), and a subset C,,(Y) of 
C*(Y) associated with an upper semicontinuous decomposition y of Y. We shall 
develop this decomposition theory in parallel with compactification theory, conclud- 
ing with a condition for two elements of &(X) to have a supremum in D,,(X), 
where Xc Y and Y is compact. 
Definition 2.1. If F c C*( Y), let vF be the set of equivalence classes with respect 
to the equivalence relation 9?i)F on Y defined as follows: 
(x, v) E SnF if and only if f(x) =f(y) for each f E F. 
Definition 2.2. If y E D( Y), let 
C,( Y) = {f~ C*( Y): f-‘( r) is y-saturated for each r E R}. 
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Thus C,( Y) consists of those functions in C*(Y) which are constant on each 
element of y. 
Lemma 2.3. Let Y be a space and Fc C*( Y). If f E F and AC [w, then f-‘(A) is 
q,-saturated. 
Proposition 2.4. If Y is a compact space and F c C*(Y), then qIF E D(Y) and 
F= C,, ( Y). 
Proof. It is clear that vF is a decomposition. To show that qF is upper semicon- 
tinuous, let T E q,= and C be a closed set of Y with T n C = @. For each y E C, since 
y E? T, we have fi. E F with h,( T) = { ry}, f,.(y) = s,. and rJ, # s,, . 
Let R,., S, be disjoint open sets in 5X! containing Y,., s,, respectively. Put r/,. =f,‘( R,.), 
v,. =f,‘(s,.). Then U,, v, are disjoint open sets and they are v,-saturated by 
Lemma 2.3. 
Now {v,.: y E C} forms an open cover of C. Let {v,., , . . , v,;,} be a finite subcover. 
Then q,., n. . . n U,:$, = U, say, is an q,-saturated open set with T c U and U n C = 
(4. Thus vl- is upper semicontinuous, and we have qF E D(Y). 
Finally, 1etfE F and r E Iw. By Lemma 2.3,f-‘( r) is v,-saturated. ThusfE C,, ( Y), 
completing the proof. 0 
Lemma 2.5. If Y and YE D( then for T E y, each 
nonempty closed set C with C,( Y) with f(T) = {0}, 
f(C)={l>. 
Proof. the equivalence relation associated y, then denote by 
quotient with respect Y/y is compact Hausdorff and 
Let + : Y + be quotient map. 
Now is a point of G(C) set, so there exists C*( Y/y) 
with g($(T))=O, g($(C))={l}. Put f=go$. Then .f~c*(Y), and f-‘(r)= 
t,!-‘(g-‘( r)) for each r E [w, and thus_/-‘( r) is y-saturated for each r E [w. Sof E C,( Y). 
Clearly f ( T) = {0}, f(C) = {l}. 0 
Use is made of the above in proving the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.6. Let Y be compact and let y E D( Y). If we put F = C,( Y) then vF = y. 
This result tells us that for a compact space Y, each y E D( Y) can be generated 
by C,,(Y). The second part of Proposition 2.4 now tells us that C,( Y) is the largest 
subset of C*( Y) (ordered by set inclusion) which generates y. 
Recall that D(Y) is a complete lower semilattice. If Y is compact, then D(Y) 
has a greatest element, namely the decomposition consisting of the single set {Y}. 
Thus D( Y) is a complete lattice in this case. 
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We can relate the order structure of D( Y) to subsets of C*(Y) as follows: 
Proposition 2.7. If Y is a compact space and F,, F2 are subsets of C*( Y) with F, c F2, 
then vFz s VF-, . 
Proposition 2.8. If Y is a compact space and y,, y2 E D( Y), then y, 4 y2 if and only 
if C,,( Y) = C,,( Y). 
Further, we can relate the lattice operations on D(Y) to subsets of C*(Y). The 
only result of this form that we shall require is the following, which can be proved 
straightforwardly by applying Propositions 2.7 and 2.8. 
Proposition 2.9. If Y is a compact space, y, , y2 E D( Y) and F = C,,(Y) n C,?(Y) then 
sup{ y, 3 YZ} = VF and C,, ( Y) = F. 
Let us now complete this section by applying Proposition 2.9 to Dy(X), where 
XCY. 
Lemma 2.10. Let Y be a compact space, X c Y and y, , yz E Dy(X). Put F = C,,( Y) n 
C,(Y). Then if y,, yz have a supremum in Dy(X), that supremum is vF. 
Proof. Suppose that y,, y2 have a supremum y in Dy(X). Then y is an upper 
bound for y,, yz in D( Y). By Proposition 2.9, nF is the supremum of y,, y2 in 
D(Y) so r7 F s y. But by the definition of the partial order this implies that nF E 
Dy(X). Thus nl- is the supremum of y,, yz in Dy(X). 0 
Let B c Y and let F c C*( Y). We shall say that F separates points of B from 
closed sets of Y, if for each y E B and each nonempty closed set C of Y such that 
y@C, there exists fE F with f(y)=O, f(C)=(l). 
In particular, if y E Y and F c C*( Y), we shall say that F separates y from closed 
sets of Y, if for each nonempty closed set C of Y such that y & C, there exists f E F 
with f(y) = 0, f(C) = {l}. 
Proposition 2.11. If Y is a compact space, Xc Y and y,, yre Dy(X) then y,, yz 
have a supremum in D,,(X) ifand only if C,,( Y) n C2( Y) separates points of Y-X 
from closed sets of Y. 
Proof. Let F = C,,,(Y) n Cy2( Y). From Lemma 2.10 we see that y,, y2 have a 
supremum in D,,(X) if and only if nF~ D,,(X). 
Suppose that nF E Dy(X). Let y E Y-X and C be a nonempty closed set of Y 
with y E C. Now {y} E nF since nF E Dy(X), so by Lemma 2.5 we have f E C,,(Y) 
with f(y) = 0, f(C) = { 1). But by Proposition 2.9, C,, ( Y) = F, and so we have the 
required condition. 
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Conversely, suppose that F separates points of Y-X from closed sets of Y. Let 
y E Y-X. Then given x E Y with x f y, we have f~ F with f(y) = 0, f({x}) = {l}, 
and thus (x, y) & 9ZF. Hence {y} E 7F by definition of vF. Thus 7F E D,,(X), and we 
have completed the proof. 0 
It is the above result which we shall be employing in the next section. 
3. A local property of I&(X) 
In this section we shall introduce the concept of &(X) being locally a lattice 
at a point of Y-X. We shall prove the result on which the rest of the paper hinges, 
that for a compact space Y, Dy(X) is a lattice, if and only if Dy(X) is locally a 
lattice at each point of Y-X. Finally, we shall give a condition under which D,,(X) 
fails to be locally a lattice at a point of Y-X. 
Let Y be a space and X c Y If E is a closed set of Y, then DE(E n X) is the 
set of restrictions to E of members of D,,(X). DE( E n X) is also isomorphic to a 
subset of D,,(X) as follows: 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a subset of a space Y, and E a closed set of Y, then DE (E n X) 
is isomorphic to Dy(E n X). 
Proof. It is easily seen that there is an isomorphism 
$:&(EnX)+D,(EnX) 
given by 
4(cy)=a’Y for aED,(EnX). 0 
Dy(E n X) consists of those elements of Dy(X) whose nonsingleton elements 
are contained in E. 
We shall also require the following easily proved lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let Y be a space with Xc Y and let E be a closed set of Y. If D,,(X) 
is a lattice, then DE (E n X) is a lattice. 
We now have the following definition. 
Definition 3.3. Let Y be a space and Xc Y. If y E Y-X, then we shall say that 
D,,(X) is locally a lattice at y, if there exists a closed neighbourhood E of y in Y 
such that D, (E n X) is a lattice. 
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Note. For a comparison of alternative approaches to localness in I&(X), see the 
author’s doctoral dissertation [2]. 
It is clear that if &(X) is a lattice, then Dy(X) is locally a lattice at each point 
of Y-X, for Y is itself a closed neighbourhood in Y of each point of Y-X. 
The following theorem gives us a converse. 
Theorem 3.4. Let Y be a compact space and Xc Y. Then Dy(X) is a lattice if and 
only if it is locally a lattice at each point of Y-X. 
Proof. Suppose that D,,(X) is locally a lattice at each point of Y-X. It will be 
sufficient to prove that D,,(X) is a lattice. 
Let y, , y? E Dy(X). We will show that C,,( Y) n C_( Y) separates points of Y - X 
from closed sets of Y. By Proposition 2.11, this will show that y, , y2 have a supremum 
in D,,(X) and the proof will be complete. 
Let y E Y-X and C be a closed set of Y with y G C. By hypothesis there exists 
a closed neighbourhood E of y in Y with DE( E n X) a lattice. Thus y,]E, y2]E 
have a supremum in DE(E nX), and so by Proposition 2.11, C,,,,(E)n C,IIE(E) 
separates points of E -X from closed sets of E. In particular, C,,,.(E) n CSZIE( E) 
separates y from closed sets of E. 
Put $=St(Y-E,y,) for i=1,2. 
Put F = (C u S, u &) n E. Then F is a closed set of E with y E F. There exists 
g E C,,,,(E) n C&(E) with g(y) = 0, g(F)c 111. 
Define f: Y * R by 
To show that f is continuous it is sufficient to show that f( Y - E) = {l}, for then f 
is continuous on two closed sets, E and Y - E, whose union is Y. But if x E Y - E, 
then either XE Y-E so that f(x)=l, or XE Y-EnEcS,nEcF and again 
f(x)= 1. 
Thus f~ C*( Y). We also have f(y) = 0, and C c F u ( Y - E), so that f( C) = { 1). 
To complete the proof it only remains to show that f~ C,,( Y) n C,( Y). 
Let TEE,. Then either TcS,, in which case Tc Fu(Y-E), andf(T)={l}, 
or else T c E, in which case T E y,( E, and so for some Y E R, Tc g-‘(r) Cf-‘(r), 
since g E C,,IE(E). Thus f is constant on T. Hence f E C,,( Y). 
Similarly we have f E C,,( Y). Thus fg C’,!( Y)n C,,( Y) and the proof is 
complete. 0 
We conclude the section by giving a condition under which Dy(X) fails to be 
locally a lattice at a point of Y-X. 
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Proposition 3.5. Let Y be a space and Xc Y. If there exists a sequence in X which 
converges to a point y of Y-X, then Dy(X) is not locally a lattice at y. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists a closed neighbourhood E of y in Y such that 
DE(E n X) is a lattice. Let (x,,),,~~ be a sequence in X which converges to y. Put 
A={x,: n EN}. Without loss of generality we can assume that (x,,)~~~ is injective 
and further that A = E. Put 
y1 = {{x~~-~, x2,,}: n E N} u {{x}: x E E - A}, 
Y2 = {{x,n > hI+J: n E N} u {{x,}} u {{x}: x E E -A}. 
Then it is easily checked that y, , y2 E DE (E n X). 
By our assumptions about E, there exists a supremum, say y, of y,, y2 in 
DE(E n X). Let T be the element of y such that x1 E T. It is easily seen by 
induction that A c T. However y E cl y A, but y & T since T E y E D, (E n X). This 
contradicts the compactness of T. q 
We see that under the above conditions, Dy(X) is not a lattice. 
4. A necessary and sufficient condition for K(X) to be a lattice 
Our assignment in this section is to present the results of the previous section 
within the terms of compactification theory. We shall introduce the concept of K (X) 
being locally a lattice at a point of X, and show that K(X) is a lattice if and only 
if it is locally a lattice at each point of X. We will then sharpen a result of Visliseni 
and Flaksmaier on failure of K(X) to be a lattice. In all this we shall run in parallel 
with the previous section. We leave it to the next section to present further results 
on compactification theory. 
Recall from Section 1 that for a compactification 2 of a space X there is a unique 
map h, : PX + 2 such that h,(x) = x for each x E X, and that if we put 
F(Z) = {h;‘(x): x E Z}, 
then we have an order anti-isomorphism F : K(X) + Dpx (X*). 
Now let M(Z) = U{ T e F(Z): 1 TI 2 2) and for a subset C of /3X, put 
K,(X)={ZE K(X): M(Z)c C}. 
Proposition 4.1. If C c /3X, then F(&(X)) = DPx( C n X*). 
Proof. Suppose ZE K,(X). We know that F(Z) E Do,(X*). Let TE F(Z) with 
ITIa2. Then TcX* since F(Z)E Dpx(X*), and Tc M(Z)c C since ZEK,(X). 
Thus Tc C n X” and so F(Z) E Dpx( C n X”). 
Conversely suppose LY E Dpx( C n X*). There exists Z E K(X) with F(Z) = (Y. 
If TE F(Z) with ITI 12 then T c CnX*c C. Hence M(Z)c C and so 
z E K,-(X). 0 
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Definition 4.2. Let X be a space and let x E X. We say that K(X) is locally a lattice 
at x if there exists a closed neighbourhood C of x in PX such that K,-(X) is a lattice. 
Proposition 4.3. Let X be a space and let x E X. Then K(X) is locally a lattice at x 
if and only if DPx(X*) is locally a lattice at x. 
Proof. Let C be a closed set of PX. Then Kc(X) is anti-isomorphic with DPx( C n 
X*) by Proposition 4.1, and Dpx( C A X*) is isomorphic with D<.( C n X*) by 
Lemma 3.1, so K,.(X) is a lattice if and only if Dc(C n X*) is a lattice. Thus there 
exists a closed neighbourhood C of x in /3X such that K,-(X) is a lattice if and 
only if there exists a closed neighbourhood C of x in /3X such that D,. (C n X*) 
is a lattice, and we have finished. q 
Now we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. lf X is a space, then K(X) is a lattice if and only if K(X) is locally a 
lattice at every point qf X. 
Proof. K(X) is a lattice if and only if Dpx(X*) is a lattice. But by Theorem 3.4, 
DPx(X*) is a lattice if and only if Dpx(X*) is locally a lattice at every point of 
PX -X* = X, which is the case, by Proposition 4.3, if and only if K(X) is locally 
a lattice at every point of X. 0 
We conclude with a condition under which K(X) fails to be locally a lattice at 
a point of X. This strengthens a result of Visliseni and Flaksmaier. 
Theorem 4.5. If there exists a sequence in X” which converges to a point x of X, then 
K(X) is not locally a lattice at x. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.5, DPx(X*) is not locally a lattice at x. Thus K(X) is not 
locally a lattice at x. 0 
Corollary 4.6 (Visliseni and Flaksmaier [5]). If there exists a sequence in X* which 
converges to a point of X, then K(X) is not a lattice. 
Proof. This is an immediate corollary by Theorem 4.4. 0 
5. Application 
Let X and Y be spaces and let x E X, y E Y. Suppose that there exist neighbour- 
hoods M, N of x, y with a homeomorphism h : M + N such that h(x) = y. Then we 
will show that there exist neighbourhoods S, T of x, y in PX, PY respectively and 
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a homeomorphism h’: S+ T such that h’(x) =y and h’(X n S) = Y n T. This will 
be used to show that K(X) is locally a lattice at x if and only if K( Y) is locally 
a lattice at y. From this we can deduce some interesting general properties about 
the class of spaces X for which K(X) is a lattice. 
Definition 5.1. Let X, Y be spaces and x E X, y E Y. We shall say that X and Y are 
locally homeomorphic at x, y, if there exist neighbourhoods M of x in X and N 
of y in Y, and a homeomorphism h : M + N with h(x) = y. 
Definition 5.2. Let X, Y be spaces and x E X, y E Y. We shall say that the Stone-tech 
compactifications PX, PY are locally equivalent at x, y, if there exists a homeo- 
morphism h : S+ T where S, T are neighbourhoods of x, y in PX, PY respectively 
such that h(x)=y and h(SnX)= Tn Y. 
The next lemma shows that if M is a neighbourhood of a point x in a space X 
then PM, PX are locally equivalent at x, where the homeomorphism, determining 
local equivalence, preserves points of X. 
Lemma 5.3. Let X be a space and let M be a neighbourhood of a point x in X. Then 
there exist neighbourhoods G, H of x in PM, /3X respectively such that G n M = H n X 
and a homeomorphism h : G + H such that h(z) = z for all z E G n M. 
Proof. We can assume X # M, for otherwise the result is obvious. Let i: M + X be 
the inclusion of M in X, and iD : PM +/3X its Stone-tech extension. Our homeo- 
morphism h will be a restriction of ip. We show first that there exists a closed 
neighbourhood C of x in M such that i,lcl,, C is injective. 
There exists f’ E C*(X) with f(x) = 2, f(X - M) = {0}, since M is a neighbour- 
hood of x in X. Put f=f’ A 1. Let C =f-‘(1). Then C is a zero set neighbourhood 
of x in X and Cc M. Thus C is also a closed neighbourhood of x in M. 
Let z,, z2 be distinct points of clsM C. We must show that ip(zl) # ip (zJ. There 
exists g E C*(M) with gp(z,) # gp(z,). We will show that ip(z,) St ip(z2) by construct- 
ing PE C*(X), such that p0(i,(z,))fp,(i,(z2)). In fact we will have ppoip(zi)= 
gp(zi) for i = 1,2. 
Define p : X + l% by putting 
Now p is certainly continuous at each point of int, M and int,(X -M). Thus to 
show that p is continuous we must show that if y E Fr( M) and E > 0 then 
{zEX: IP(z)-p(y)l<el 
is a neighbourhood of y in X. Butf(y) = 0 since Fr( M) c cl,(X - M) and so p(y) = 0 
(either y @ M or else y E M andf(y) = 0). Suppose that lg(z)l< K for all z E M. Then 
{z E x: If( < E/K1 
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is a neighbourhood of y in X which is contained in {z E X: 1 p(z)\ < E}. Thus 
p E C*(X) and so has an extension pp to PX. 
Consider pp 0 i@ E C*(PM). If z E C, 
Pp o &(z) =p(z) = g(z) = go(z). 
Since C is dense in clOM C, it follows that pp 0 iP(z) = gp( z) for z E cIC(&, C. Thus 
Pp o &(z,) ‘P, 0 &(z,), so &(z,) f iP(zZ), as required. 
Now let G = clpM C and H = clpx C. Then G, H are neighbourhoods of x in PM, 
/?X respectively and 
GnM=C=HnX. 
Also since ip is closed, 
&(G) = &(clpM C) = clpx C = H, 
and since ip\G is injective and G is compact the mapping h : G + H given by 
restriction of ia is a homeomorphism. Evidently h(z) = z if z E G n M. 0 
Theorem 5.4. If X and Y are spaces which are locally homeomorphic at x E X, y E Y, 
then /3X, PY are locally equivalent at x, y. 
Proof. There exist neighbourhoods M of x in X and N of y in Y and a homeomorph- 
ism g : M + N with g(x) = y. We note that gp : PM + PN is a homeomorphism. 
There exist neighbourhoods C, , D, of x in PM, PX respectively and a homeo- 
morphism h, : C, --f D, satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5.3. There also exist 
neighbourhoods CZ, D2 of y in PN, /3 Y respectively and a homeomorphism h2 : C2 + 
DZ satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5.3. 
It is a straightforward technical exercise to show that the composition f= 
h, 0 gs 0 h,’ can be defined on a neighbourhood of x in PX, and that f determines 
the required local equivalence. q 
Theorem 5.5. If X and Y are spaces which are locally homeomorphic at x E X, y E Y, 
then K(X) is locally a lattice at x if and only if K ( Y) is locally a lattice at y. 
Proof. Suppose that K(X) is locally a lattice at x. Then DPx (X*) is locally a lattice 
at x by Proposition 4.3. Let F be a closed neighbourhood of x in /3X such that 
DF( F n X*) is a lattice. 
By Theorem 5.4, j3X, pY are locally equivalent at x, y. Let S be a neighbourhood 
of x in PX, and T a neighbourhood of y in p Y with h : S + T a homeomorphism 
such that h(x) =y, h(S n X) = T n Y. Then F n S is a neighbourhood of x in PX. 
Let C be a compact neighbourhood of x in PX with C c F n S. By Lemma 3.2, 
Dc(C n X*) is a lattice. Let h(C) = E, then h( C n X”) = E n Y*. Thus since h is 
a homeomorphism, we have DE(E n Y*) a lattice. But it is easily seen that E is a 
neighbourhood of y in PY, and it is compact and therefore closed. Thus DPy( Y*) 
is locally a lattice at y, and so K(Y) is locally a lattice at y, as required. 
The converse follows similarly, and so the proof is complete. U 
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Theorem 5.5 has the two following important corollaries. Corollary 5.7 improves 
a result due to ~nlii [4, Theorem 5.41. 
Corollary 5.6. If X is a space such that K(X) is a lattice and U is an open set of X, 
then K(U) is a lattice. 
Proof. Let x E U. Then the identity map on U is a local homeomorphism from U 
to X at x. Now K(X) is a lattice, so by Theorem 4.4, K(X) is locally a lattice at 
x, and so by Theorem 5.5, we have K(U) is locally a lattice at x. But this is so for 
each x E U, so by Theorem 4.4, K(U) is a lattice. 0 
Corollary 5.7. If (Xi)li, is a family of spaces and X is the topological sum of the 
family (Xi)it,, then K(X) is a lattice if and only if K (X,) is a lattice for each i E I. 
Proof. First suppose that K (X,) is a lattice for each i E I. Let x E X. Then x E X, for 
some i and Xi is a neighbourhood of x in X. Thus the identity map on X, is a local 
homeomorphism from Xi to X at x. Now K (X,) is a lattice, and so by Theorem 
4.4 it is locally a lattice at x. By Theorem 5.5, K(X) is locally a lattice at x. But by 
Theorem 4.4 again, K(X) is a lattice. 
The converse is a special case of Corollary 5.6. 0 
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